Thriving Virtual Fed Teams Coaching Program

SUPPORT TO HELP YOUR VIRTUAL FED TEAM THRIVE DURING COVID-19 AND BEYOND

Thriving Virtual Fed Teams leverages your team's unique creativity and work-style to help you achieve success with a focus on refining effective communication and collaboration skills.

This program is a three-part virtual coaching program that supports:
- Increased communication and collaboration;
- Avoids creating silos, while working from home;
- Encourages trust and respect;
- Maintains productivity;
- Uncovers new opportunities as a virtual team; and
- Builds resilience and be stronger when team returns to the office.

Module I: Embracing Virtual: From Isolated to Connected
This module is two sessions that are 1.5 hours each.

Module II: Virtual Productivity: From Distracted to Engaged
This module is six sessions that are 2 hours each.

Module III: Virtual Success: From Newly Focused to Thriving
This module is two sessions that are 2.5 hours each.

To learn more, visit www.fcg.gov
Want to work together? Great! Contact
Sonia Stines Derenoncourt, PPC/ORSC at FCG@ios.doi.gov